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VISG CO-ORDINATOR’S NOTE
by Natalia Deligne
Welcome back from the summer break! I hope you had a refreshing
and enjoyable summer period.
In September 2018, the volcanology research community will meet
in Naples, Italy, for the 10th edition of the Cities on Volcanoes
conference. Naples and Auckland are among the (only!) 10 cities in
the world with over a million people living within 5 km of a volcano
that has erupted in the last 10,000 years. The two cities face similar
challenges: for both coastal cities, the location of the next vent is
unknown, there is a large population to potentially evacuate, and
there is concerted research effort to understand the volcanology and
consequences of a local eruption. A number of VISG researchers and
students are planning to attend Cities on Volcanoes 10. However, our
contingency will be even stronger if it includes CDEM and
lifeline sector representatives. A conference presentation is not
required to attend, although it is encouraged, and I can guarantee that

there would be a lot of interest in hearing from New Zealand CDEM
and lifeline sector practitioners. There are also a dozen or so pre- and
post-meeting workshops and field trips associated with the conference.
See the March 2017 VISG newsletter for the Cities on Volcanoes 9
conference report by Emma Hunt, who at the time was with Auckland
Council CDEM. For more information about the upcoming Cities on
Volcanoes 10 conference, see News and Upcoming Events, and
please do get in touch if you have questions.
This quarter’s Research Spotlight is by Alec Wild, summarising
the results of his Masters thesis on how Taranaki farms could be
impacted by lifeline services disruption due to a Taranaki eruption.
There has been a delay in finalising the updated and revised
VISG lifeline ash impact poster series. We intend to have all
final drafts ready for sector review within the next few weeks. Please
get in touch if you have further questions.

NEWS
Associated Professor Jan Lindsay
(University of Auckland) is the new Editorin-Chief for the Journal of Applied
Volcanology, an open-access international
journal with a focus on applied research
relating to volcanism and particularly its
societal impacts. She takes over the role
from Dr. Graham Leonard (GNS Science).
Thank you Graham for your service, and
congratulations Jan!

Registration and abstract submissions are
now open for Cities on Volcanoes 10,
which will be held in Naples, Italy, from 2-7
September 2018. There are several pre- and
post-conference workshops and field trips
that are relevant to volcanic eruption response
and management. The early bird conference
and workshop/field trip registration deadline
is 15 June 2018. For more information visit
https://www.citiesonvolcanoes10.com/.

Dr. Stuart Meads (Massey University)
received a 2018 Biennial EQC Research Grant
to develop a new model for volcanic
surges specifically for Auckland
volcanoes. We look forward to using the
results of his research! Congratulations
Stuart.
Mt Taranaki. Photo credit: Alana Weir
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RESEARCH SPOTLIGHT
Dairy farms and volcanic
eruptions: consequence
of critical infrastructure
service disruption
by Alec Wild, University of Auckland
and Tonkin + Taylor Ltd
Dairy farming is a major component of the
New Zealand economy, contributing $13.4
billion in export revenue in the 2016/17
financial year. The consequences of a
biohazard impact, such as foot and mouth
disease, on the dairy sector are relatively
well understood. However, the consequences
of a volcanic eruption are less well
understood, although substantial advances
in understanding have resulted from recent
work by Tom Wilson and Heather Craig on
volcanic tephra fall impacts to agriculture.
Their findings highlight the importance of
understanding both the direct farm impacts
from tephra fall and the disruption of offfarm critical services, including water, road
networks, and electricity supply.
For my masters, I assessed the direct and
indirect impacts of tephra fall to the dairy
sector. In this piece I will focus on the
latter: how critical infrastructure services
disruption caused by tephra fall can then
impact the dairy sector. Quick note: volcanic
ash is tephra less than 2 mm in diameter – I
use the generic term tephra in this piece. I
focused on the Taranaki region: 10% of New
Zealand’s dairy cows surround Mt. Taranaki,
and their milk production is worth $1.1 billion
annually. I quantified the risk to dairy farms.
My findings highlight how critical service
disruption due to an eruption impacts a farm’s
ability to sustain livestock and production.

Figure 1: Conceptual model of farm dependencies for sustaining livestock,
identifying required input and output of critical services.

For component 1, I used the outputs of
previous research on Mt. Taranaki to model
tephra fall resulting from specific eruption
styles. Results were statistical distributions
for the annualized probability of volcanic
tephra fall from Mt Taranaki across the
region for the different likely eruption styles.

schemes (if connected), and/or onsite bore
or stream extraction. In this example, each
water source requires power. A key aspect of
component 2 was GIS spatial analysis to 1)
model electricity and water supply networks
and 2) attribute farms to the correct supply
(Figure 2, next page).

For component 2, I modelled:

To calculate risk, for each asset I applied the
tephra thickness output from my probabilistic
tephra modelling. I used damage functions,
unique for each asset type, to evaluate the
impact on each asset. I then input these
probabilities into the fault-tree to determine
the overall probability of impact to each farm
given an eruption (Figure 3, next page), where
impact is defined as the inability for a farm to
sustain livestock.

A.

Farms’ ability to feed the livestock
– dependent on on-farm impact to
pasture and road access for delivery
of additional feed;

B.

Farms’ access to water – dependent on
how the farm receives water;

C.

Farms’ ability to milk the livestock –
dependent on electricity supply for
the milking sheds.

My thesis had three components:
1.

A quantitative volcanic tephra
fall hazard assessment for Mt.
Taranaki;

2.

Development
of
an
interdependency exposure model for
Taranaki dairy farms;

3.

A quantitative volcanic risk model
for the Taranaki dairy sector.

I started by developing a conceptual model
of interdependencies of critical services
relevant for the dairy sector (Figure 1). I then
developed a fault-tree: this method allows for
tephra fall impact on individual components
of the farm system to be modelled and then
overall impact determined. For example,
for water, the fault-tree records different
means a farm can receive water: municipal

www.aelg.org.nz/volcanic-impacts

My impact analysis demonstrates that during
(and following) large Mt Taranaki eruptions,
the electricity network is particularly
vulnerable because of the network importance
of the Stratford power station. Due to the
predominant westerly wind direction, the
Stratford substation is often directly in the
tephra fall path. The reliance on electricity
for running milking sheds and other critical
services (e.g., water supply) makes the
Taranaki dairy sector vulnerable to future
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Figure 2. A) Taranaki farms classified by water supply source and municipal water
scheme. B) Transmission and distribution electricity network of the Taranaki region.

eruptions. Water supplies are vulnerable to
both electricity disruptions and, for surfacewater sourced supplies, contamination
and equipment damage. Although outside
the scope of my thesis, it’s important to
remember that critical infrastructure
impacts are regional in scope – it’s not just
the farm operations that are compromised.

This work is part of a larger collaboration that
aims to inform disaster resilience planning
in Taranaki, with Taranaki Civil Defence
and Emergency Management Group and a
Natural Hazard Research Platform funded
programme involving Massey University,
University of Canterbury and University of
Auckland.

I thank New Plymouth, South Taranaki
and Stratford District Councils, Taranaki
Regional Council, Transpower and PowerCo
for providing asset data used in my analysis.

Author note: Alec undertook this research as
part of a Master of Science in Hazard and
Disaster Management at the University
of Canterbury, supervised by Tom Wilson

Figure 3. Probability that a farm is
unable to sustain livestock following
tephra accumulation corresponding to
the 50% exceedance tephra model for a
large eruption from Mt. Taranaki. A 50%
exceedance thickness means that half the
time the tephra deposit is this thickness
or greater, and given Mt Taranaki’s
eruptive history, a large eruption from
the volcano is a sub-Plinian eruption.

(UC), Jim Cole (UC) and Matthew Hughes
(UC). Alec now works at Tonkin + Taylor
Ltd as a Natural Hazards Specialist and is
undertaking his PhD in quantitative risk
modelling for volcanic crisis management
(part-time) at the University of Auckland.

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
Dr Daniel Blake (University of Canterbury) published a paper
in Natural Hazards entitled Visibility in airborne volcanic
ash: considerations for surface transportation using a
laboratory-based method. Key findings are that that visibility
decreases with increasing ash-settling rate, and that for a given
settling rate, fine-grained ash causes a shorter visual range than
coarse-grained ash. This has important implications for the effects
of distal ashfall in cities such as Auckland. The paper is freely available
at: https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s11069-018-3205-3.
In January 2018, VISG researcher Carol Stewart was part of a MFATfunded expedition to Tanna Island, Vanuatu to collect data on the
impacts of ash and gas emissions from Yasur volcano as part
of the Pacific Risk Tool for Resilience (PARTneR) project. The
PARTneR project aims to extend the use of Riskscape (New Zealand’s
multi-hazard impact and risk assessment tool) into the Pacific. The
field team conducted 23 interviews with chiefs and authorities in 13
villages located downwind from Mount Yasur. The interviews focused
on gaining insights into impacts of ongoing ash and gas emissions
on buildings, crops, health, livestock and infrastructure such as

www.aelg.org.nz/volcanic-impacts

solar panels and generators; villagers’ coping capacity; and whether
villagers had received any information on reducing the impacts of
the volcanic emissions from authorities. The data will be used to map
ashfall impacts, to help reduce risks and inform emergency planning
and management decisions in Vanuatu. PARTneR project partners

PARTneR ash impacts team at Yasur volcano.
Photo credit: Peter Korisa (NDMO).
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include NIWA, GNS Science, the National Disaster Management Office
of Vanuatu and the Vanuatu Geohazards Divison of the Department
of Geology, Mines & Water Resources.
University of Canterbury PhD student Alana Weir is currently in
New Plymouth, Taranaki, working with the Civil Defence Emergency
Management (CDEM) group to inform her research on volcanic
impacts to infrastructure and agriculture from Mt Taranaki. Alana
aims to better understand CDEM stakeholder engagement, operations
and available resources, and consider what new decision-making tools
could be beneficial for the region.

Strombolian activity at Yasur volcano. Photo credit: Carol Stewart.

GLOBAL ERUPTION ROUNDUP by Sophia Tsang, University of Auckland
Happy New Year! The year has begun with
several active volcanoes around the world.
There have already been tsunami warnings
released in the Pacific Ocean, an increase of
activity in a volcano that previously was not
listed as active, and lava fountains hundreds
of metres high! Here, I have described three
eruptions with different types of hazards
around the Ring of Fire. This quarter’s
eruption roundup ends with an update about
the ongoing activity at Agung.
Kadovar, Papua New Guinea
Kadovar Volcano is an island in Papua New
Guinea that only has one possible historical
eruption, mentioned by British explorer
records in the 1600s. As the volcano came
to life in the beginning of January, the local
population of approximately 700 people
began evacuating for nearby islands in case
of a tsunami. Additionally, flights and ships
were requested to detour around the volcano.
As of the end of January, seismometers are
suggesting a large explosive eruption is not
imminent.
Mt Kusatsu-Shirane, Japan
In the end of January, Mt Kusatsu-Shirane
erupted, releasing smoke and volcanic blocks
which landed on local ski slopes. Eight
skiers were injured, and there has been one
casualty. Avalanches occurring on the same
day may have been caused by the increased
seismicity on the volcano. Everyone has been
safely evacuated and accounted for. Since,
access to the volcano has been restricted.
Mt. Mayon, Philippines
Mt. Mayon has been releasing tephra plumes
since 13 January, prompting the evacuation

of thousands of people. Within two weeks,
fire-fountaining and lava flows added to
the notion that a violent eruption could be
on the horizon. Around 12,000 people have
returned to the evacuation area to check
their homes, prompting local officials to cut
lifelines to the area. Officials believe the lack
of infrastructure will decrease the number
of people returning to areas that could
experience a pyroclastic density current.
Flights have been diverted and cancelled.
This eruption is ongoing. Officials fear that
emergency supplies may be depleted by the
middle of February.

exclusion zone and uncertainties about
potential airport closures in the event of more
tephra has had a substantial impact on local
tourism. Since, the exclusion zone has been
decreased to 4 km, allowing most residents
to return home.

UPCOMING EVENTS
Cities on Volcanoes 10 will be in
Naples, Italy, from 2-9 September
2018. For more information visit
https://www.citiesonvolcanoes10.com/ and/
or get in touch with the VISG coordinator.

CONTACT

Mayon volcano erupting in January
2018. Photo credit: Philippine
Star, used with permission.

Agung, Indonesia
Last quarter, we included a brief summary
of the increased activity at Agung Volcano
despite no eruption at the time. In the
intervening months, there have been tephra
plumes, lahars, and lava in the crater of the
volcano. Due to these eruption products, the
volcanic alert level at Agung was at 4 (on a
scale of 1-4; note: New Zealand has a different
volcano alert level system) with exclusion
zones of 6km surrounding the volcano. The
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